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Outline

• Opening remarks: Calendar + Conference + News

• I. MIGRATION: The area of freedom, security and justice

• II. A EUROPEAN DEFENCE POLICY: An oxymoron?



Calendar

• 19	Nov:	No	session	

• 26	Nov:	Democracy	+	Conclusion	
• Virginie	 VAN	 INGELGOM.	 «	 Mesurer	 l’indifférence.	
Intégration	 européenne	 et	 attitudes	 des	 citoyens	 ».	
Sociologie.	2012,	vol.	3,	no	1,	p.	1–20.	

• Frank	 SCHIMMELFENNING,	 Dirk	 LEUFFEN,	 Berthold	
RITTBERGER.	 The	 European	 Union	 as	 a	 system	 of	
differentiated	 integration:	 interdependence,	
politicization	and	differentiation.	 Journal	 of	 European	
Public	Policy.	2015,	vol.	22,	no	6,	p.	764–782.	

• 3	Dec:	Keynote	by	Prof.	Michel	Mangenot	

• 10	Dec:	Final	Exam	Preparation	–	Q/A	session	



Conference



From migration policy to defence
policy



I. MIGRATION: The area of freedom,
security and justice



I.	Outline

• Migration	policy through the	lens of	europeanisation

• 1)	Video

• 2)	Definition

• 3)	Europeanisation
• 3.1)	The	genesis of	Schengen	area
• 3.2)	The	institutionnalisation	of	Schengen	area
• 3.3)	The	communautarisation	of	migration	policy

• 4)	And	now?	



3)	Europeanisation in	three historical
stages	
• 3.1)	The	genesis	of	Schengen	area

• How?	International	co-operation	(5	countries)	
• ‘Logic	of	Schengen's	"clubs’	(p.	16)	;	‘minilateralism’	

• « réponse	polinque	à	une	mobilisation	de	chauffeurs	de	poids	lourds	internationaux	
qui	bloquèrent	plusieurs	postes	fronnères	en	1984	pour	se	plaindre	des	contrôles	aux	
fronnères	qui	ralentissaient	le	commerce	intra-européen »	(p.	13)

• « Les	 dirigeants	 politiques	 se	 désintéressant	 désormais	 du	 dispositif	 Schengen,	 de	
nombreux	 conflits	 interministériels	 entre	 les	ministères	 de	 l’Intérieur	 et	 des	 Affaires	
étrangères	 se	 soldèrent	 par	 la	 mainmise	 des	 fonctionnaires	 de	 l’Intérieur	 sur	 le	
processus	des	négociations »	(p.	13)

• « Ils	firent	de	Schengen	un	laboratoire	non	pas	pour	ouvrir	les	fronnères	mais	pour	les	
renforcer »	(p.	13)



3)	Europeanisation in	three historical
stages	
• 3.2)	The	institutionnalisation	of	Schengen	area

• When?	In	the	90’s	

• Where?	Inside	the	EU	(Amsterdam	Treaty)	

• How?	Intergovernmental method



3)	Europeanisation in	three historical
stages	
• 3.3) The
communautarisation of
migration policy

• When? In the 00’s

• Where? Inside the EU
(Lisbon treaty)

• How? Community method



3)	Europeanisation in	three historical
stages	

When? Where?	 How?	
1980’s Outside the	EU	 Intergovernmental Co-operation
1990’s Inside	the	EU	 Intergovernmental Method
2000’s Inside the	EU	 Community Method	



4) Migration crisis or Schengen
crisis?
• ‘To what extent we can talk about a
horizontal Europeanisation in terms
of immigration policy, when we see
that great European countries as
Germany actually had a very
independent policy during the 2015
migration crisis ?’

• More politicised issue: It is no
longer just a matter of public policy
(meaning a technical problem) but
of politics



II. A EUROPEAN DEFENCE POLICY: An
oxymoron?



II.	Outline

• 1) History
• Where does the CSDP come from?

• 2) Policy
• What is the objective of the CSDP?

• 3) Institutions & Decision-Making
• Who is involved in the CSDP and how does it work?

• 4) Current Issue
• Why is the CSDP powerless?



1) History: Where does the CSDP come from?

• An old political idea

• 17th century: constitution of a European army
composed of 270,000 infantrymen, 50,000
horsemen, 200 cannons, 120 warships (Duke of
Sully, Minister of Finance of Henri IV)

• 18th century: establishment of a European
Senate and a European army of 24,000 soldiers
(Abbot Charles-Irénée Castel de Saint-Pierre)

• 19th century: fewer proposals in a more stable
international context

• 20th century: conventional military
cooperation, without supranational integration
(Edouard Herriot)



1) History: Where does the CSDP come from?

• A recent political-institutional
reality

• 1954: European Defence
Community (EDC)

• 50’s-90’s: Transatlantic Dilemma
(between FR and Britain)



1) History: Where does the CSDP come from?

• A recent political-institutional reality: The genesis

• 1998 (2 December) : bilateralism + outside the EU



1) History: Where does the CSDP come from?

• A recent political-institutional reality: The institutionnalisation

• 2001: ESDP: European Security and Defence Policy
• Political and Security Committee (COPS), EU Military Committee
(CMUE), EU Military Staff (EMUE)

• 2004: European Defence Agency (EDA)

• 2009: From ESDP to CSDP: Common Security and Defence Policy
• à 26 MS: Brexit (Simon + Agathe questions) + opt-out
• Indeed, bilateral like FR-GE or minilateral coalitions can shape the
CSDP (Alice question)



1) History: Where does the CSDP come from?

• A recent political-institutional reality: The
institutionnalisation

• 2009: ‘Defence Package’: 2 directives (Salomé question)

• 2015: Mutual assistance/defence clause (article 42.7 TEU)
• Terrorist attacks in Paris (activated in Nov 2015)

• 2017: Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO)
• EU25: Britain, Denmark, Malta

• 2017: European Defence Fund (EDF) (Agathe question)
• 2019-2024 budget: €10 billion?

• 2019: European Commission, DG DEFIS



2) Policy: What is the objective of the CSDP?

• Does not…
• … aim at the defence of EU territory
• … embody an integrated structure such as the EDC or
the Pentagon

• Does…
• ... Coordinate national defence policies
• … Deploy national military forces outside EU borders
(more than 30 missions since 2003)



2)	Policy:	What is the	objective	of	the	CSDP?



2) Policy: What is the objective of the CSDP?

• Beyond the EU

• NATO (1949)

• OCCAR: Organisation for Joint
Armaments Cooperation (1996)

• Lancaster House Treaties
between France and the United
Kingdom (2010)

• European Intervention Initiative
(E2I) (2017)



2)	Policy:	What is the	objective	of	the	CSDP?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uj385Rq_66I



3) Institutions and Decision-Making: Who is
involved in the CSDP and how does it work?

• Intergovernmental method

• At the heart of the decision-making game: European
Council, (informal) Council

• European Parliament: advisory role
• European Commission: no legislative initiative
• EU Court of Justice: no prerogatives

• In summary: CSDP is more shaped by member states than by
supranational institutions



Political and	Security	
Committee

(Withney question) Informal	
Defence Council

Armaments
Committee

EU	
Military Committee

EU	
General	Staff

Once-a-week meeting	
of	the	Chief	of	Staff	of	the	Armed Forces

Once-a-week meeting
of Nicolaïdis advisors

150	MS
senior	officers

Senior	officials
from the	Council

EDA

EEAS

3) Institutions and Decision-Making: Who is
involved in the CSDP and how does it work?

à Decision-making:	chaired by	the	EEAS,	led by	the	Council



3) Institutions and Decision-Making: Who is
involved in the CSDP and how does it work?

• Community method

• ‘Defence Package’	à 2	directives	(2009)

• EDF	(2017)

• DG	DEFIS	(2019)	



4) Current issue: Why is the CSDP
powerless?
• Some reminders

• Since 2011: war in Syria
• 2011: war in Libya
• 2014: Crimean War
• 2015-2018: Terrorist attacks
• 2018: ‘Khashoggi case’

• Ressources
• Limited budgetary resources

• 150 billion euros: 1% GDP
• 8.4 billion euros for ‘Europe in the World’, i.e. CFSP/CSDP
(6% of the budget)

• Support for civilian missions but not for military
operations

• Unanimous decision-making
• EU’s institutional dependence on MS


